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About This Game

Through the dense fog our hero noticed a dark silhouette of a dark castle. Eventually his old rain-soaked map brought him to his
target. He didn't have anything with him except for his favorite sword and remainings of an old armor with an unusual device –

a sword-breaker. The hero looked around and stepped on the castle bridge...

This game is about a hero who, as fate would have it, finds himself in an abandoned castle. There will be many obstacles on his
way to the treasure hidden somewhere inside, with most remarkable adversaries he will have to face and mysteries to unravel.

All this to receive his well-earned reward in the end!

"Swordbreaker The Game" gives you a rare opportunity to find yourself in interactive fiction, where each player has their own
storyline to develop. Every action or decision will have an effect on how the story unfolds and how it all ends. Some moves you
make will change your character's karma, and others can lead you to the darkest corners of the castle, so be careful! Because any

step you take may turn out to be the last one!

Main features of the game:

- A compelling totally non-linear game story
- Various endings

- A huge mysterious castle
- Lots of exciting locations and events

- Impressive enemies and inhabitants of the castle
- Absolutely stunning artwork
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- Achievement system
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Title: Swordbreaker The Game
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DuCats Games Studio
Publisher:
DuCats Games Studio
Franchise:
Swordbreaker The Game
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core2Duo or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Any videocards

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Russian
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I was interested by the bad reviews, so I tried this one out and liked it a good bit. You have to build buildings around a hotel that
your co-owner and mafia jerk is trying to destroy for insurcance money. It's basically tower defense, but it has some nice variety
with very level changing the formula a bit to keep things fresh. It's prety hard, too. For five bucks, it's a pretty neat little thing if
you don't mind more repetitive stuff.. Indie Game of The Year 2016. Peaceful and lovely. Like all its predecessors, it's good for
playing when you want something low-frustration; I tend to play it when I'm trying to wind down before bed.. how did this game
even made it on steam...... it is way to good for steam. I know it's a cheap game, but i would really like some better AI.
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this can be a pretty fun game and challenging if you like these type of games. I'm happy with the vended product.. The controls
can be a bit clunky and even irritating at times, but the idea is sound. It's a good strategy game where you can't just throw units
at them until they stop moving. You HAVE to be tactical and it's a nice change from some of the more recent RTS's. Good job.
Not bad, money not wasted (y) :). MUSYNX is finally available on Steam! It's a popular music game that is already well-proven
in mobile ver. Especially this Steam ver is better, because it is a enhancement of the mobile ver. This Steam version includes 48
songs in the Standard Edition. DLC Forever Friends could get 85 more on DLC. So, 133 songs in MUSYNX. Highly
Recommended!

[Update1] Forever Friends
Amazing DLC, get tons of songs and more free content updates with Forever Friends! (* ॑꒳ ॑* )
https://store.steampowered.com/app/963060/

The lineup of the songs is really great. Stages are designed for beginners to enjoy enough. In terms of custom themes, it would
be better if a little more simple themes were supported. And if this developer could update the achievement support for each
song, such as All EXACT PLAY and ALL COMBO BADGE SYSTEM, it would really be the best music game. Of course, it's
still a good game, so if you're interested, try it out. It is well worth it! (o´・ω-)b

[Update2] New DLC - HOUSE THEME
https://steamcommunity.com/games/952040/announcements/detail/1732099947856743778

P.S
Nice to meet you, Asanagi-Sensei![imgur.com]
Welcome to the MUSYNX! ε-(•́ω•̀๑)

* Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator) ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/. GameLoading is an uplifting look at modern independent game
development which I really enjoyed watching. I found it to be inspiring and upbeat, with a great soundtrack. It provides an
insightful look into the way some of today's independent games are made. I can't understand why it has been targeted by an
online hate group but it I'm confident that this where the unfathomably scathing negative reviews it has received have come
from. The film focuses on several different developers and games events and feels very different to the (also excellent) Indie
Game the Movie.. fun, crazy, and non-stop action!
this describes high noon perfectly.

You are in a sidescrolling stage, with breaks called ambushes, you have three levels of ground to move up and down in and
enemies just pour in from all over!

you an dodge roll, jump, and fire your wep.

You get multiple chars ( a few hidden) and each has a different weapon and special skill to set them apart.

The action is very fast-paced. you need to have quick reflexes to make it through these wild stages!

Good price, lots of quick fun to be had with this one.
Recommend :3. Fun game. The levels look a bit generic but they are well playable. Good enemy placement, smooth controls,
challenging, weapons are useful, pacing is right and there is a nice flow of level progression. I also like the fact that the
difficulty setting alters levels like placing new objects, weather effects, enemies and adding new attack patterns. Boss fights are
a bit easy and could have used more diverse attack patterns. The gameplay is similar to Ninja Gaiden, it's not great but pretty
solid and scratches the 8-bit itch. Check out Oniken as well if you like this type of gameplay.. 2 hours, a bit short but worth it!
puzzles and cute stuff!
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